
Dear Scott, 

If the neighbor olio is a blessAng, besides being a wonderful human being, 

is on tine, 	have to lay this aside soon. if I do I'll try to finish it in 4: 
the morning. We have both 40 deteriorated :Aleh, alive much more trouble moving 

around, and for the first time in about 40 years it is not safe for Ida to cut 

my heir. That she has done this saved me weeks of time. The neighbor will be here 

to apply medications that I think have also become a bit d_angeroutTfali.The 

H6dications are to control the itkhing which comes from the medications that 

 of keep no alive only Me oi the protrlems from them but considering the alterna-
t4Olp tive, up with itching) and we do teat before bedtime to deter the itching 

at night, when 1  am not aware of scratching. Fact is that for a couple of years 

now I go to bed with mittens on!. Lined, leather Andean and once beautiful mittens! 

As I have from tinoto time, I thought of you just before we got the mail. I'll 

return to that. 

On the clippings, Ragano was a liar in trouble with the government but his 

lying seemed to hAVe kept him out of jail. I may be wrong on this, but he did lie. 

The king investiation is not any investylatiroon at all. rt is to look at two 
obvicus lies that the latest Ray attorney was stupid enough to put in a book and 
the rings were dumb enough to accept 	blindly. The only inquiry that can now 

mean anything is a look at the record. Which I've done to the degree possible for 

me now in a manuocript being retyped. It is titled Whoring with History: Hew the 

Gerald Posners Protect the King Assassins. Corrections being made in it now.He, 

Bill Pepper, had tkl.e run of the place ,mod the unsupervised access to my records 

and the files and he had no interest in the work I'd done and that stacked in 

courts. I #even got a student to continue his supposed searching and she sent 

Altch time working for him. 

Some of the clippings are not new but are made to appear that way. I printed 

some of that years ago. But good to have in tile. Thanks! 
What made me think of you is that I got the second painter after the first 

one pooped out and did not return. I d,s him copies of your letters and told him 

that is the way I  wanted it done. I cannot supervise! that now, too feeble, but 

when I became aware that he was painting without having removed all the old paint 
he mumbled what .1- could hardl understand about it not being a good idea. He had 

been scraping the old paint and I've already pd for all the materials. I guess 

All I can hope is that he does get the loose old paint and that when he is 

finished it is smooth. 

Neighbor being later let me got most of this done. ilany thanks and best 

wishes for you all, /- 10_-C, 



8/29/98 

Dear Harold, 

Enclosed please find enclosures of interest. Could you briefly comment on them if your time permits? 

Sorry I've been out of touch so long. Been more than extremely busy. Am working mega overtime at work,doing alot of side painting work and am also doing the roof and other work around my house. All that on top of regular duties and chores. 

Hope you are both doing well. SHow is the state of the health of you both? Saw Posner on a talk show regarding the MLK case. How is your book coming along regarding that? Was also wondering what you've been up to recently(ie)what you are writing and doing. 

I have been thinking of trying to purchase exact replicas of the rifles in the JFK and MLK case. Can you giVe me the exact year and make that I'd be looking for regarding both these guns. I know the basics about them but would like very much for an expert in the field like yourself to tell me exactly what to look for. Much obliged. 

May try to come down for a visit this fall if you are taking visitors. Can't promise I'll make it down but I would like to for a vacation. 

Also saw the new video regarding the Z film. Thought it was well 

done and adds clarity to the film. 

Do hope you are both doing as well as possible. Think of both of you often. 

Your friend, 
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